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About This Game

The Fear Simulator "is a specially designed for VR games make the unique psychological Fear, believe and you ever played the
game of terror, this game is committed to the real picture and sound effects, reducing psychological Fear, let people Fear no

ghosts in the game, the stimulation such as bloody, but painted a horrible scene, let the players through VR immersion, feel the
Fear of the depths of the soul, there are 12 scenes in the game (contain common phobias, such as:Acrophobia, dense phobia,
deep phobia, etc.), and will be updated as more free to join the scene, the game scene is by the team meticulously, restore the
real fear in people's mind, I hope this game can bring you different gaming experience, let you by VR real immersed in fear,

feel the fear, enjoy fear, conquer fear!
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Title: Fear Simulator
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
lblsoft Studio
Publisher:
lblsoft Studio
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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My favorite furrie con shooting simulator. Very fun game , played it with a couple of friends and we had a lot of fun. Keep up
the good work.. The question I have to ask myself is was this game worth the $0.29 I paid for it? Yes, yes it was. But I would not
pay $0.5 for it after playing it. I did not play much of this game, to say the early levels are not great is letting the game off easy.
I've been told there is interesting content later on, so if you are low on things to do, and the game is on sale for like 90% off then
you might consider giving it a try. However don't expect a nice polished gem.. The cuteness of the apple alone made me buy
this.

On a more serious note, it's quite a challenging turn-based puzzle game with a new, fresh take on the old 'n' good Snake.
Sometimes getting three stars will take a while. :P. On the lab, the gaurds are superhumans
and that is just bull****. Very solid tower defense. Most levels are challenging and you have to try many different strategies
before you find one that fits. The progression is not immensly original but at least it's decently interesting. You get more stars if
you ace a level. You can then spend said stars on a dozen different upgrades - all resettable at the click of a button. So you can
change up your strategies a lot and it gives you a strong incentive to go back and clear earlier levels 100% to give you a better
chance at the later ones.

As the sucker I am for achievements I enjoyed how you can complete pretty much all of them in one playthrough. (So yeah
maybe a bit on the easy side.)

The bad stuff:
* The controls and UI feels like a bad port from a mobile game. The tapping (upgrading towers, troop rallying) and
swiping (map scroll) would make sense on a tablet or phone but feels stupid on PC. There are also many missing
keyboard shortcuts and nothing is rebindable. This is easily my biggest gripe with this game.

* I have found no way to see what in-game upgrades carry over when you evolve your tower into a new type. Range
upgrades sometimes carry over and sometimes not. Amount of marines in a tower sometimes carries over and
sometimes not. Even if you learn with time you'd still expect to be able to see what active upgrades a tower has (in the
tower stat screen perhaps?). This is inconsistant and very annyoing early on.

The linearity of skills and upgrades *seems* to be boring and underwhelming, but the strength of the game is the time
you spend figuring out what towers\/upgrades are the most exploitable in any given situation so perhaps the subtle
ramping in upgrades is one of the game's strengths. (But some progression upgrades certainly feel superfluous!)

To sum things up:
Even with the bad points I think it's safe to assume that any real fan of tower defense will enjoy this title immensly - I
recommend it even at full price.. Great game, really challenging and doesn't get boring with the stage select. Its a bit
short though.. I remember playing Farm Frenzy 1 on my PDA a couple of years ago
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This is a must have!. I use it for updating a ton of stuff that can't be found from motherboard manu, gpu, and more...
Like USB port drivers e.c.t works great, never had problems!. Good game, like someone said before it's like chess with
war ships
I clocked up a few hours on it and will play again
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it worked fine for me. Original, funny, easy to play.

Too bad the first one is not available. :-(. Okay game, but it crashes all the time. Very Nice td game.Your defending infantry
reminds me a bit of starcraft units.Gameplay is similar to kingdom rush with alot more upgrades.I would like to see a slider bar
to turn music down a bit to match the gameplay sounds. 9.5 out of 10 i give this game. One of the best ive played so far. Great
work devs i love this game. A must buy if u like td games and the price is very affordable!!. Currently lacking in content but
certainly an enjoyable game.
Pretty casual as said in the description.
You teleport around your tower where you can choose different staffs a choose and elemental book for your spells
Each elemental book has a couple different spells, but most are locked.
There are 3 different spells you can choose from but you also find 2 more by traveling to different locations.
The third location I couldn't find a spell, but the mobs were more aggressive and numbered.

I am sure you will also be able to draw your own staff, but haven't figured out how to do that.

Also lacking tutorials, but that will probably be fixed in the future.
The current small tutorial is in form of a book, so it is easy to add more.

Seems like it could be a pleasant relaxed game in the future.

Puppy Chef Academy - Big Update! Fixes, Localization Support, and Native Oculus Support!:

Hello, chefs!

First, I would like to sincerely thank you to each and every one of you who took the time to play the game, share it with your
friends, and make videos of you playing. I genuinely appreciate it! Puppy Chef Academy is made for you, and I couldn't be
happier to have the opportunity to bring that fun and enjoyment to you.

Now, some of you may have noticed that there's a thread in the game's forums that's been continuously updated in tandem with 
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the game's beta channel. Today, all of the improvements from the beta channel are being merged into the main channel for
everyone to enjoy! It's a long list of changes, but they have all improved the game in their own way. The list is so long, that I'm
going to put the patch notes at the very bottom this time.

Moving on: While reading the changelog, you might notice there's a line that mentions localization support. Is it true?

Yep! You can now add user-made localizations to the game. Note that it's still rudimentary and some elements of the game will
still be in English, but it's a work-in-progress. There should be an example localization.xml file in the game's files that contains a
(very rough) Spanish localization and instructions on how to make and activate a localization. If you or someone you know is
interested in localizing the game for your language, let me know and I'll do what I can to help bring the game to your native
language!

Now for the big one: The game now has a native Oculus build! You can now launch the game through the native Oculus Home
build without ever needing SteamVR. Hooray! A big thank you to the folks at Oculus for allowing me into their Oculus Start
program and giving me the opportunity to create a native Oculus build for you all to enjoy.

The native Oculus Home build is nearly identical to the SteamVR build, however, the native Oculus build includes Oculus-
specific features and adjusts the gameplay accordingly for Oculus users. These features include pausing the game while the
headset is taken off as well as switching the grab button from the front trigger to the grip trigger (as I've been told it's the more
natural "grabbing" motion for Oculus users).

To access the native Oculus build, simply right-click on the game in your library, click on "Properties," go to the BETAS tab,
and then opt into the Oculus branch. No passwords needed, just opt-in and the game will update.
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And that's it! Phew, what an announcement. Again, thank you all so much for playing the game. As usual, if you encounter any
problems, please feel free to reach out to me through the contact form on my website, as I'm notified immediately: 
http://www.theneptune.site/#contact

Until next time, cheers!

Don't forget to check out the other Puppy Chef Academy communities on Reddit, Discord, and more!. Update 2.7.4:
1.Field manual updated to v0.5, grab if from Steam or use this link:
  Field Manual v0.5 [www.vrzgame.com]

2. New locomotion - "Controller based" added due user request. So in total we support 5 different locomotion with several
customization options.

3. Many annoying bugs fixes, game balance changes and optimizations.

Special thanks to Steam gamer "Skidrow" for reporting hard-to-find-bugs methodically.. 1.0.58 BETA:
- balancing: on normal difficulty and up: participating gladiators no longer receive training buffs simply for participating in
battle - only dudes who get a kill.

- fixed: a stupid math error that was making difficulty ramps buggy because, of course. Aren't you glad you're on the beta?

- balancing: Jupiter's Blessings: Balance (500% dmg after roll) nerfed to 250%, made 10x more rare. This is why we can't have
nice things.
. Release Changelog:

Release is here!. Patch Notes 1.10.53:

General. Release: Leisure Town construction set:
Leisure Town construction set released
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. Siralim 3 is now available for Android (Google Play) and iOS!:
You heard right - Siralim 3 is already available for your favorite mobile devices!

Note that it might take a few hours for it to show up in your app store.

Have a good weekend!
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